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All Purpose & Wood Floor Cleaners/Dust Mop

A. SPIC AND SPAN® POWDER PROCTER & GAMBLE

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER

A versatile, heavy-duty all purpose cleaner whose power is released in water. Works great
on tracked-in dirt. Non-phosphate. Use diluted (1 cup per 4 gallons) for non-waxed floors,
walls, tubs and tiles. Use more concentrated (2 cups per 4 gallons) and add ammonia for
stripping wax and other tough jobs.
16900905 08056 27 oz. 12/cs.

B. TIDE® ALL PURPOSE/FLOOR CLEANER PROCTER & GAMBLE

Heavy-duty floor and all purpose cleaner. Economical and versatile powdered cleaner cuts
through tough grease and attacks tracked-in dirt. Cleans floors and walls (1/2-1 cup per 4
gallons), pots and pans (2 cups per sink), and laundry (1 cup per load). Can be used with
chlorine bleach. Non-phosphate. Classified by Underwriters Laboratory Inc.® and to Slip
Resistance 43R9.
16900913 08171 18 lb. 1/cs.
16908185 08185 36 lb. 1/cs.

C. MOP & GLO® FLOOR SHINE RECKITT BENCKISER

Cleans and shines in one application. Helps protect against everyday scratches and prevent
stains from sticking to floors. Safe to use on regular and no-wax floors. Do not use on wood,
cork or unsealed ceramic surfaces.
58345432 75057 32 oz. 6/cs.

D. PROFESSIONAL MOP & GLO® RECKITT BENCKISER

TRIPLE ACTION FLOOR SHINE CLEANER

Cleans and shines in one application. Preserves the beauty of floors in offices, homes, 
convenience stores, retail boutiques, beauty salons, etc. Safe to use on regular and no-wax
floors. Do not use on wood, cork or unsealed ceramic surfaces.
58344297 74297 64 oz. 6/cs.

WOOD FLOOR CLEANERS

E. MURPHY OIL SOAP® CLEANER COLGATE-PALMOLIVE

Cleans sealed wood surfaces gently and safely to bring out their natural beauty. Natural
soap formula doesn't contain any harsh detergents.
11902106 01106 32 oz. 12/cs.
11900103 01103 1 gal. 4/cs.

F. MOP & GLO® WOOD FLOOR CLEANER RECKITT BENCKISER

Quick, convenient one-step process. Cleans away the dirt to uncover your wood floor's 
natural glow. Cleans wood with no dulling residue. Recommended for use on sealed wood
floors.
58345065 75065 32 oz. 6/cs.

DUST MOP TREATMENT

G. DUSTY MOP TREATMENT PRIME SOURCE®

Water-based formula leaves floor clean and shiny. No silicones or waxes that leave a 
slippery coating. Attracts dirt and dust like a magnet.
75004510 75004510 18 oz. 12/cs.

H. DUST UP DUST MOP TREATMENT CLAIRE

Attracts and holds dust, soils and debris like a magnet for single-pass dusting and cleaning.
Keeps dust from becoming airborne and spreading. Reduces contamination of other 
surfaces. Pleasant lemon fragrance. Soils accumulate as micro-spheres that are easily 
shaken off mops and cloths.
25950875 C875 20 oz. 12/cs.
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